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A Flexible Framework for Extracting Bilingual Dictionary
from Comparable Corpus Without any Language-Specific

Knowledge

Xiaodong Liu1,a) Kevin Duh1,b) YujiMatsumoto1,c)

Abstract: We propose a flexible and effective framework for extracting bilingual dictionaries from comparable cor-
pora without using any language-specific knowledge such as seeds or additional dictionaries. Our approach is based on
a novel combination of topic modeling and word alignment techniques in a pipeline style: first, our approach converts a
comparable document-aligned corpus into a parallel topic-aligned corpus using topic modeling techniques, then learns
translation relationships between words using word alignment models such as IBM model I. Compared with previous
work, our framework is advantageous in that it only uses the statistical information without requiring any language-
specific knowledge for initialization. Furthermore, our framework is capable of handling polysemy: for example, it can
extract distinct translations for the word ”Apple” as a fruit or as a company. Experiments on a large-scale Wikipedia
corpus, show that our framework reliably extracts high-precision word pairs on a wide variety of comparable data
conditions.

1. Introduction
A bilingual dictionary or translation dictionary is a specialized

dictionary used to translate words or phrases from one language
to another which plays a fundamental role in both machine trans-
lation community and cross-lingual information retrieval commu-
nity. In a machine translation community, a high-quality bilingual
dictionary can be extremely helpful in improving the quality of
translation in the domain of interest [6] in both rule-based and
statistical machine translation systems. It is also used as an effi-
cient means for query translation in cross-language information
retrieval [10].

One approach for building a bilingual dictionary resource uses
parallel sentence-aligned corpora. This is often done in the con-
text of Statistical MT, using word alignment algorithms such as
the IBM models [2], [3]. Parallel corpora are plentiful for a few
high-resource language pairs such as English-Chinese or English-
French, however, they are scarce or non-existent in the major-
ity of the world’s languages [26]. Furthermore even for high-
resource language pairs, there may exist a shortage of parallel cor-
pus for specific domains of interest (e.g., medical and microblog
domains).

On the other hand, with the development of internationaliza-
tion, comparable corpora are becoming increasingly available.
Here, a comparable corpus is defined as collections of document
pairs written in different languages while talking about the same
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topic [25]. Examples include VOA English-Chinese news and
Wikipedia*1. The challenge with bilingual dictionary extraction
from comparable corpus is that existing word alignment methods
developed for parallel corpus cannot be directly applied. Thus,
this has become an active research topic, with many proposed
methods [23], [27]. Our approach follows the tradition set forth
by the previous work.

Our framework is a novel combination of topic models and
word alignment, as indicated in Fig. 1. Intuitively, our approach
works by first converting a comparable document-aligned corpus
into a parallel topic-aligned corpus, then apply word alignment
methods to model co-occurence within topics. By employing
topic models, we avoid the need for seed lexicon and operate
purely in the realm of unsupervised learning. By using word
alignment techniques on topic model results, we can easily model
polysemy and extract topic-dependent lexicon pairs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as following. Sec-
tion 2 describes related work in dictionary extraction. Section 3
provides background on the main sub-components of our frame-
work, polylingual topic model and word alignment, and can be
skipped for the knowledgeable reader. Our proposed framework
is presented in detail in Section 4. Finally, we discuss the experi-
ment results in Section 5 and give a conclusion of our work with
future work in Section 6.

2. Related Work
There is a plethora of research on bilingual lexicon extrac-

tion from comparable corpora, starting with seminal works of

*1 Wikipedia is a free, collaboratively edited, and multilingual Internet en-
cyclopedia.
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Fig. 1 Proposed Framework for Bilingual Dictionary Extraction

[13], [19]. The assumption employed by most works that transla-
tion pairs will have similar contexts, i.e., the distributional hy-
pothesis. The basic extraction algorithm consists of 3 steps:
(1) identify context windows around words, (2) translate context
words using a seed bilingual dictionary, and (3) extract pairs that
have high resulting similarity. Methods differ in how the seed
dictionary is acquired [14], [30] and how similarity is defined
by [21], [31]. Alternative projection-based approaches have also
been proposed, though they can be shown to be related to the
aforementioned distributional approaches [15]. For example, the
paper [23] uses canonical component analysis to map vectors in
different languages into the same latent space. The paper [17]
presents a good summary.

The paper [27] pioneered a new approach to bilingual dictio-
nary extraction based on topic modeling approach. Compared to
the above works, the topic modeling approach requires no seed
dictionary. While our approach is motivated by [27], we exploit
the topic model in a very different way (explained in Section 4.2).
They do not use word alignments like we do and thus cannot
model polysemy. Further, their approach requires training topic
models with a large number of topics, which may limit the scala-
bility of the approach.

In the machine learning community, there has been a surge of
interest in developing multilingual topic models [22], [29], [32],
[33]. Many of these models give p(t|e) and p(t| f ), but stop short
of extracting a bilingual lexicon. Although topic models can
group related e and f in the same topic cluster, the extraction
of a high-precision dictionary requires additional effort. One of
our contributions here is that we demonstrate a flexible way to
exploit the advances of topic modeling research by running word
alignment on top of the topic results. Although we experiment
with the topic model of [29], our framework can plug-in any other
multilingual topic model.

Our work is much inspired by the work of [28], which pro-
posed a word alignment model that incorporates topic models.
That model learns p(e| f , t) given parallel text. One of the main
contribution is to extend this concept of topic-dependent bilin-
gual lexicon to comparable corpora.

3. System Components
Now let us describe the main components used in our frame-

work: Multilingual Topic Models and Word Alignment algo-
rithms. We take advantage of existing techniques–the knowledge-
able reader may wish to only skim this section before Section 4,
which describes our contribution.

3.1 Multilingual Topic Model
Any multilingual topic model may be used with our frame-

work. Here we present a popular one by [29], which extends the
monolingual Latent Dirichlet Allocation [1] to multilingual cor-
pora in a straightforward fashion. Given a comparable corpus E
in English and F in a foreign language, we assume that the doc-
ument pair boundaries are known. I.e, for each document pair
di = [de

i , d
f
i ] consisting of English document de

i and Foreign doc-
ument d f

i (where i = 1, . . . ,D, D is number of document pairs),
we know that de

i and d f
i talk about the same contents. We do not

assume sentence-level alignments between de
i and d f

i .

for each topic pair k do
for l ∈ [e, f ] do

sample ϕl
k ∼ Dirichlet(βl);

end
end
for each document pair di do

sample θi ∼ Dirichlet(α);
for dl

i ∈ [de
i , d

f
i ] do

sample zl ∼ Multinomial(θi);
for each word wl in dl

i do
sample wl ∼ p(wl |zl, ϕl);

end
end

end
Algorithm 1: Generative procedure for [29]. θi is the topic
prior shared in a document pair di (This is the comparable cor-
pora assumption). Words wl are drawn from language-specific
distributionsp(wl|zl, ϕl), where l is shorthand to indicate whether
the language e or f . While monolingual topic models use a sin-
gle set of topics, here there are pairs of language-specific topics
ϕl each drawn from its own language-specific Dirichlet distribu-
tion with prior βl.

While the monolingual topic model lets each document have
its own so-called document-specific distribution over topics, the
multilingual topic model assumes that documents in each tuple
share the same topic prior (thus the comparable corpora assump-
tion) and each topic consists of several language-specific word
distributions. For detailed explanations, please see the generative
story in Algorithm 1 or its graphic model representation (Fig. 2).

p(zl
n|w, z−l,n,Φ

1, ...,ΦL, αm) ∝ φl
wl

n |t

(Nt)−l,n + αm∑
t Nt − 1 + α

(1)

3.2 Statistical Word Alignment
Word alignment is one of the basic components of a statisti-

cal machine translation system [25]. Given a sentence-aligned
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Fig. 2

corpora, the goal is to find the word-by-word correspondence be-
tween each English we and foreign word w f in each sentence pair.
We will be using the standard IBM Model 1, which we describe
below. Refer to [2], [3] for details.

For a given sentence-pair (e, f ), let e = [we
1, w

e
2, . . . w

e
|e|] be the

English sentence with |e| words and f = [w f
1 , w

f
2 , . . . w

f
| f |] be the

foreign sentence with | f | words. For notation, we will index En-
glish words by i and foreign words by j. The goal of word align-
ment is to find an alignment function a : i → j mapping words
in e to words in f (and vice versa). IBM Model 1 proposes the
following probabilistic model for alignment:

p(e, a, | f ) = ε

|e|∏
i=1

p(we
i |w

f
a(i)) (2)

Here, p(we
i |w

f
a(i)) captures the probability of translation the En-

glish word at position i from the foreign word at position j = a(i),
where the actual alignment a is a hidden variable. The term ε is a
normalization constant to ensure a valid probability distribution.
Since the alignments are originally hidden, the EM algorithm is
used to learn the parameters (i.e. word translation probability ta-
ble). Finally, given the parameters, one could infer the most likely
alignments given any sentence pair.

The above model does not use any linguistic knowledge other
than the fact that each English word has only one foreign word
as translation. More advanced models have been proposed, e.g.
those that incorporate multi-word translations and word order bi-
ases [2], [3], though for our purposes this simple model is suffi-
cient. The central point to remember is that word alignment tech-
niques enable us to find correspondence between distinct objects
from paired sets. In the case of machine translation, the distinct
objects are words from different languages while the paired sets
are sentence-aligned corpora. In our case, our distinct objects
are also words from distinct languages but our paired sets will be
topic-aligned corpora.

4. Proposed Framework for Bilingual Dictio-
nary Extraction

The general idea of our proposed framework was already men-
tioned in Fig. 1: First, we run a multilingual topic model to con-
vert the comparable corpora to topic-aligned corpora. Second, we
run a word alignment algorithm on the topic-aligned corpora in
order to extract translation pairs. The main innovation is in how

this topic-aligned corpora is defined and constructed, the link be-
tween the two stages. We describe how this is done in Section 4.1
and show how existing approaches are subsumed in our general
framework in Section 4.2.

4.1 Topic-Aligned Corpora
Suppose the original comparable corpus has D document pairs

[de
i , d

f
i ]i=1,...,D. We then run a multilingual topic model with K

topics, where K is user-defined (Section 3.1). The topic-aligned
corpora is defined hierarchically as a set of sets: On the first level,
we have a set of K topics, {t1, . . . , tk, . . . , tK}. On the second
level, for each topic tk, we have a set of D ”word collections”
{Ck,1, . . . ,Ck,i, . . . ,Ck,D}. Each word collection Ck,i represents the
English and foreign words that occur simultaneously in topic tk
and document di.

For clarity, let us describe the topic-aligned corpora construc-
tion process step-by-step together with a flow chart in Figure 3:
( 1 ) Train a multilingual topic model.
( 2 ) Infer a topic assignment for each word in the comparable

corpora, and generate a list of word collections Ck,i occur-
ring under a given topic.

( 3 ) Re-arrange the word collections such that Ck,i belonging to
the same topic are grouped together. We call this resulting
set of sets a topic-aligned corpora, since it represents word
collections linked by the same topics.

( 4 ) For each topic tk, we run statistical word alignment on
{Ck,1, . . . ,Ck,i, . . . ,Ck,D}. In analogy to statistical machine
translation, we can think of this dataset as a parallel corpus
of D ”sentence pairs”, where each ”sentence pair” contains
the English and foreign words that co-occur under the same
topic and same document. Note that word alignment is run
independently for each topic, resulting in K topic-dependent
lexicons p(we|w f , tk).

( 5 ) To extract a bilingual dictionary, we find pairs (we, w f ) with
high probability under the model:

p(we|w f ) =
∑

k

p(we|w f , tk)p(tk |w f ) (3)

The first term is the topic-dependent bilingual lexicon from
Step 4, while the second term is the topic posterior of a word
defined by the topic model in Step 1.

In practice, we will compute the probabilities of Equation
3 in both directions: p(we|w f ) as in Eq. 3 and p(w f |we) =∑

k p(w f |we, tk)p(tk |we). The bilingual dictionary can then be ex-
tracted based on a probabilities threshold or some bidirectional
constraint. We choose to use a bidirectional constraint because it
gives very high-precision dictionaries and avoid the need to tune
probability thresholds. In particular, a pair (ẽ, f̃ ) is extracted if
the following holds:

ẽ = arg max
e

p(e| f = f̃ ) (4)

f̃ = arg max
f

p( f |e = ẽ) (5)

To summarize, the main innovation of our approach is that we
allow for polysemy as topic-dependent translation explicitly in
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Fig. 3 Construction of topic-aligned corpora.

Equation 3, and use a novel combination of topic modeling and
word alignment techniques to compute the term p(we|w f , tk) in an
unsupervised fashion.

4.2 Alternative Approaches
We can view the alternative approaches proposed by [27] as

a simplification of Equation 3. To the best of our knowledge,
[27] is the only work that uses topic models for bilingual lexicon
extraction like ours, but they exploit the topic model results in a
different way and do not utilize word alignment techniques. Their
so-called ”Cue Method” computes:

p(we|w f ) =
∑

k

p(we|tk)p(tk |w f ) (6)

Equation 6 is similar to our Equation 3 but assumes that the
probability of generating we is independent of w j given topic,
i.e. p(we|tk, w j) = p(we|tk). Another variant is the so-called
Kullback-Liebler (KL) method, which scores translation pairs by
−
∑

k p(tk |we) log p(tk |we)/p(tk |w f ). In either case, their contribu-
tion is the use of topic-word distributions like p(tk |w f ) or p(w f |tk)
to compute translation probabilities.*2 The main difference with
our method is that theirs assumes a conditional independence as-
sumption where we is independent of w f given tk; we do not make
this assumption and focus on estimating p(we|w f , tk).

5. Experimental Setup
5.1 Data Set

We perform experiments on the ”Japanese-English Bilingual
Corpus of Wikipedia’s Kyoto Articles” (Kyoto Wiki Corpus) *3.
We chose this corpus for several reasons:
( 1 ) It is a parallel corpus, where the Japanese is translated man-

*2 A third variant uses TF-IDF weighting, but conceptually all are simi-
lar. The Cue Method (and it’s TF-IDF variant) are reported to have best
results.

*3 Available at: http : //alaginrc.nict.go. jp/WikiCorpus/indexE .html

ually into English sentence-by-sentence. This allows us to
control the experimental conditions carefully. We do not use
the sentence-alignment information in our extraction algo-
rithms, but we use it help create gold-standard translation
pairs for evaluation. Furthermore, by artificially deleting
parts of the corpus, we can simulate successively more or
less comparability in the corpora.

( 2 ) It is a large-scale corpus with around 14,000 documents and
472,000 sentences, covering a variety of topics concerning
Kyoto tourism, Japanese history, culture, religion, literature.
This enables us to test the scalability of our approach with
large datasets and high vocabulary.

We then prepared several versions of the data, as shown in Ta-
ble Table 1. Parallel is the original sentence-aligned Kyoto Wiki
Corpus. Comp%100 is a comparable version of Parallel that
deletes all the sentence alignments but otherwise keeps all con-
tent on both Japanese and English sides. In other words, it is a
corpus comparable on the document level, where we know for
sure both sides talk about the same topics. To simulate lower
degrees of comparability, we then randomly delete English sen-
tences from Comp100%. Comp%50 is a version that deletes
half of all sentences, whereas Comp%20 is a more extreme ver-
sion that deletes 80% of sentences, leaving only 20% of ”compa-
rable information”.

Some researchers have stressed the importance of comparable
data quality [4], and advocated for techniques to clean up compa-
rable corpus prior to bilingual dictionary extraction [18]. Unfor-
tunately, in bilingual dictionary extraction research, it is currently
not common practice to evaluate on a wide range of datasets of
different degrees of comparability. We hope our simple method of
simulating various versions of comparable corpora will encour-
age more researchers to examine the question of sensitivity to
data conditions.
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Dataset Comments #sent(e) #sent(j) voc(e) voc(j)
Parallel original, sentence-aligned 472k 472k 152k 116k
Comp100% comparable, alignment deleted 472k 472k 152k 116k
Comp50% Comp100% with 50% content 236k 472k 100k 116k
Comp20% Comp100% with 20% content 94k 472k 62k 116k

Table 1 Datasets used. The number of sentences (#sent) and vocabulary size (voc) of English (e) and
Japanese (j) for each dataset. For pre-processing, we did word segmentation on Japanese using
Kytea [11] and Porter stemming on English. A TF-IDF based stop-word lists of 1200 in each
language is applied.

5.2 Evaluation Methodology
The first step in evaluation is to prepare a ”gold standard” bilin-

gual lexicon. Our focus on large-scale datasets necessitates the
use of automatic evaluation methods. In order to obtain ”gold
standard” lexicon, we exploit the fact that the original dataset,
Parallel, is sentence-aligned. Therefore, we can obtain a bilin-
gual lexicon automatically using developed techniques from sta-
tistical word alignment. In particular, we trained IBM Model 4
using GIZA++ [3] for both directions p(e| f ) and p( f |e). Then,
we extract word pair (ẽ, f̃ ) as a ”gold standard” bilingual lexi-
con if it satisfies Eq. 5. Due to the large size of the dataset and
the strict bidirectional requirement imposed by Equation 5, these
”gold standard” bilingual dictionary items are of high quality.*4

Given the ”gold standard”, we can compute the standard Pre-
cision metric, i.e. number of correct items (e, f ) divided by total
number of predicted items:

Precision =
|{Gold(e, f )}

⋂
{Predicted(e, f )}|

|{Predicted(e, f )}|
(7)

Another standard evaluation metric is
#Extracted=|{Predicted(e, f )}|, or simply the number of ex-
tracted lexicon pairs. This raw number is preferred over Recall,
i.e. |{Gold(e, f )}

⋂
{Predicted(e, f )}|/|{Gold(e, f )}, because the

gold standard is optimized for high precision and we cannot
guarantee that it contains all true translation pairs in the data.

Finally, to corroborate our automatic evaluation results, we
also perform manual evaluation of precision in all our ex-
periments (based on a bilingual speaker’s evaluation of 100
randomly-drawn predictions).

5.3 Experimental Results
In our experiments, we want to check how does the proposed

framework compare to previous work.
We would like to see how our proposed framework com-

pares with other topic-modeling approaches from previous work,
namely [27]. We therefore compared three methods:
• Proposed: The proposed method which exploits a combi-

nation of topic modeling and word alignment to incorporate
topic-dependent translation probabilities (Equation 3).

• Cue: The Cue Method in [27], i.e. Equation 6.
• JS: The KL-Divergence method in [27] (Section 4.2). Sym-

metrizing KL by Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence improves
results, so we report this variant.

All methods use the same in-house implementation of polylin-
gual topic models [29], with hyper-parameters set as α = 50/K

*4 A manual check on 100 random items confirmed that the quality of this
”gold standard” is around 94% precision.

and β = 0.1 following [27]. Both the Proposed and Cue methods
generate probability distributions of the form p(e| f ) and p( f |e),
so to extract bilingual lexicons for evaluation we employ the con-
straint in Equation 5. The JS method is symmetric so given any
f the e with lowest JS score is extracted.

Table 2 show the results of 4 different metrics on the
Comp50% dataset. Observations are:
( 1 ) For all K, Proposed is the best method in all Precision-

based metrics. On this Comp50% which contains a signifi-
cant amount of imbalance, the Proposed method can already
achieve 88-91% SubsetPrecision on a large number of ex-
tracted pairs (6766-9076).

( 2 ) The JS method suffers from extremely poor precision; the
Cue method achieves reasonable precision, but suffers from
insufficient #Extracted. Both methods improve as we in-
crease K, and this is consistent with results by [27] which
showed best results with K > 2000. However, train-
ing a topic model with such a large number of topics is
computationally-demanding for a corpora as large as ours.
In this regard, the Proposed method is much more scalable,
achieving good results with low K, satisfying one of original
desiderata.*5

K Method Precision ManualPrecision #Extracted
50 JS 0.013 0.010 115707
50 Cue 0.350 0.418 43
50 Proposed 0.699 0.750 9076

200 JS 0.031 0.05 106543
200 Cue 0.638 0.720 136
200 Proposed 0.728 0.800 7834
400 JS 0.035 0.060 93650
400 Cue 0.734 0.740 276
400 Proposed 0.761 0.850 6766

Table 2 Comparison of various topic-modeling approaches for bilingual
dictionary extraction on the Comp50% dataset. For each K (num-
ber of topics), best results per metric are boldfaced.

The observant reader may note Cue suffers from low recall (ex-
tremely few #Extract) since the bidirectional constraint of Eq. 5
is very strict. Conversely, JS suffers from low precision because
it extracts to many items. We think these multiple metrics to-
gether imply conclusively that our proposed framework is a very
effective method for bilingual dictionary extraction.

*5 We have a hypothesis as to why Cue and JS depend on large K. Eq. 3
is a valid expression for p(we |w f ) that makes little assumptions. We can
view Eq. 6 as simplifying the first term of Eq. 3 from p(we |tk , w f ) to
p(we |tk). Both probability tables have the same output-space (we), so the
same number of parameters is needed in reality to describe this distribu-
tion. By throwing out w f , which has large cardinality, tk needs to grow
in cardinality in order to compensate for the loss of expressiveness.
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6. Conclusion
We have proposed an effective way to extract bilingual dic-

tionaries by a novel combination of topic modeling and word
alignment techniques. The key innovation is the conversion of a
comparable document-aligned corpus into a parallel topic-aligned
corpus, which allows word alignment techniques to learn topic-
dependent translation models of the form p(we|w f , tk). While this
kind of topic-dependent translation has been proposed for the par-
allel corpus [28], we are the first to enable it for comparable cor-
pora. Our large-scale experiments demonstrated the the proposed
framework outperforms existing baselines under both automatic
metrics and manual evaluation. We further show that our topic-
dependent translation models can capture some of the polysemy
phenomenon important in dictionary construction.

There are several avenues for future work:
( 1 ) Previous work [12], [20] have shown that language pivots

can significantly improve the precision of distribution-based
approaches for bilingual dictionary extraction. Since mul-
tilingual topic models can easily train on more than 3 lan-
guages, it would be interesting to examine how massively
multilingual data can help the topic-modeling approaches.

( 2 ) We are interested in exploring other topic models and word
alignment techniques in our framework. In particular, we
think hierarchical topic models [8] and bidirectional word
alignment [9] can improve results further.

( 3 ) From the experiments, it is very easy to find lots of candi-
dates extracted either the JS method nor proposed approach
while the precision is not very perfect. In the future, we also
would like to develop some filter approaches to remove the
bad translation candidates to increasing the precision.
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